
 

 

ST Connect Environmental Policy 
 
Policy Introduction 
Our stakeholders value the environment and want our activity to positively contribute to it. ST Connect is 
committed to responsible environmental leadership and stewardship, by understanding, managing and 
wherever reasonably practicable, reducing our environmental impacts. 
 
The ST Connect Environmental Policy applies to those that are employed by, or carry out work on behalf of 
ST Connect and extends to any contractors, temporary staff and agency worker.  

 
Environmental policy 

ST Connect is committed to sound environmental practice and will plan and update its practices in response 
to advances in technology and new understanding in environmental science. ST Connect operates an 
Environmental Management System (EMS) which is aligned with the requirements of BS:EN:ISO14001:2015 
and will constantly review its environmental objectives and targets. ST Connect is committed to reducing 

carbon emmissions whilst processing, treating and returning recycled waste water to the environment. 

Environmental principles 

• ST Connect will aim to minimise the production of non-organic waste where possible and ensure the  
disposal of any waste produced is carried out with due care for the environment. 

• Where waste materials or products can be recycled, ST Connect  will make every effort to ensure that 
they are recycled in an environmentally responsible way in order to conserve resources. 

• ST Connect is committed to the prevention of pollution in all activities and the continual improvement 
on its environmental performance where economically and technically feasible. 

• ST Connect will consider the most fuel efficient routing, as far as possible, with regard to the transport 
of materials. 

• ST Connect will try to minimise the use of new products where other recycled materials are a suitable 
substitute and to comply with ST Connect Environmental Purchasing Guidelines. 

• ST Connect will endeavour to reduce its energy usage and where possible, utilise renewable energy 
sources for its site operations. 

• ST Connect will ensure that operations comply with current legislation and other relevant requirements. 

• ST Connect  will be a responsible employer and neighbour. 

• ST Connect will ensure that all employees carry out their duties in line with the above statement and, 
through training, are aware of their obligations. 

• ST Connect will review annually and keep publicly available via its website this Company Environmental 
Policy. 
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